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Elite™

Expandable Interbody Fusion System
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Spineology, the innovator in anatomy-conserving spine surgery, develops surgical 
techniques, instruments and implants that conserve spinal bone, nerve and muscle 
tissues. Spineology is committed to increasing procedural efficiency, reducing surgical 
morbidity and accelerating patient recovery. Learn more at spineology.com.
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The Elite™ Expandable Interbody Fusion System represents 
the next generation of expandable technology. Its unique 
design minimizes both neural retraction and insertion 
force, accommodates a larger graft channel than many 
competitive expandable cages, and provides controlled 
expansion to restore disc height, potentially providing indirect 
decompression. When paired with Incite Cortical Fibers, 
Elite’s clinical advantages promote fusion and quick recovery 
while conserving patient anatomy.ac
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Elite™

Expandable Interbody Fusion System

Minimal Impaction.        Minimal Retraction.         Controlled Expansion.         Optimal Through-Growth.

Elite™ Implant

 Height ranges from 7mm-15mm

 Up to 4mm of height expansion

 Multiple length, width and lordosis options match 
patient anatomy

 o Parallel, 6° and 12° lordotic options

 o 10mm and 12mm wide options

 o 24mm, 28mm and 32mm lengths

 Titanium alloy construction

 Large graft window allows bone through-growth

 Bi-convex shape maximizes vertebral endplate 
contact and support

 Implant endplate serrations and expansion aid in 
maintenance of device position

 Intuitive instrumentation to size, deliver, and expand 
Implant

Implant Insertion

 Tapered distal nose for easy insertion and focus on 
preservation of patient anatomy

 Contracted insertion height minimizes neural retraction 
and the potential of endplate damage

 7mm-15mm expansion provides a comprehensive range 
of heights to meet patient specific anatomical needs

Implant Expansion

 Controlled implant expansion with a secure locking 
mechanism at any point in the expansion range

 Endplate-to-endplate support without compromise to 
footprint during expansion

 Distractive force and expansion are designed to restore 
anatomic height and may provide indirect decompression

Bone Graft Placement

 Large graft chamber maximizes bone graft volume

 Low-profile drive mechanism and large graft windows 
allow for bone through growth spanning endplate to 
endplate

  Manufactured in titanium for optimal osseointegration
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Incite™

 Cortical Fibers

 Fibers expand up to 25% when 
hydrated to fill unwanted voids 
between graft and host bone*

 Entangled fibers provide an 
osteoconductive scaffold

 Thin fibers provide significant 
surface area of exposed growth 
factors to stimulate bone growth

*See Spineology’s Incite Cortical Fiber brochure for additional information regarding this product

Elite is FDA cleared for use with 
allograft bone and Spineology’s 
Incite Cortical Fibers are the 
perfect pairing


